The two definitions of a simply connected space in general use are (1) A connected, locally connected space X is simply connected if every covering space of X is isomorphic to the trivial covering space of X.
(2) An arcwise connected space X is simply connected if every closed path in X is homotopic to a constant path at some point x of X.
It is shown in [4] that these definitions are not equivalent. We see that (1) restricts X to the class of locally connected spaces. Moreover, the definition of the fundamental group of a space Y in terms of the simply connected covering space of Y (see page 52 of [l] ) is applicable only when Y is connected, locally connected, and locally simply connected inasmuch as the existence of simply connected covering spaces is known only for this class of spaces. On the other hand (2) has the disadvantage that several basic theorems do not hold true for such simply connected spaces, the most important being the principle of monodromy. The purpose of this paper is to give a definition of simple connectedness which will not be subject to the objections listed above. This is accomplished by generalizing the concept of covering space. For spaces which are locally arcwise connected and locally simply connected these generalized covering spaces are covering spaces of the usual sort.
Theorem (2.6) will show that every arcwise connected space X has a universal generalized covering space X which is simply connected under the new definition. We shall use X to define a fundamental group of X. Theorem (3.2) is the principle of monodromy.
1. Covering spaces. We modify a property of covering spaces given by proposition (1) on page 50 of [l ] to extend the notion of covering space. We replace the simply connected space of this proposition with a contractible space inasmuch as it is our intention to define simple connectedness. which is unique with respect to the property pa = a. The notation X for an arcwise connected space and X* for the space of paths in X with initial point x0 and having the compact open topology will be standard throughout the paper. Also x* will stand for the constant path at the point x0. All spaces will be Hausdorff spaces. Connectedness will mean Hausdorff-Lennes connectedness. The projection
will be the one which sends a path/ onto the point/(l) of X. Given any map q'.(Z, zi)-*(X, xi), the induced map qt:(Zo, zo)->(A0, xi)
will always be the usual one, qT(f) being the path/ followed by the mapping q. The letter 4 will always denote a contractible space and the letter 7 will stand for the unit interval [0, 1 ]. Given a contraction H:A X 7->4 of 4 onto a point a0 with a0 held fixed during the homotopy, the map (1.2) h:(A, ai)-+(A*o, at), defined for any aEA and tEI by h(a)(t) =H(a, t), is continuous (see Theorem 1 of [3 ] ) and is one to one.
(1.3) Lemma. Let (Y, y0, p) be a g-covering space of (X, xi). Then the map induced on the space of paths
is a homeomorphism onto.
Proof. The fact that a path is a mapping of the contractible space 7 into X leads immediately to the fact that pt is one to one and onto. Now (A', Xo) is contractible with respect to the mapping H defined for any fEXf, and s, tEI by H(f,t)(s)=f(ts). where XU denotes the space of paths of X* with initial point xl, and xfl is the constant path at xj. The contraction H is constant on the point x* so we get a one to one map h:(Xo, xi) -* (Xooi #00)
as given by (1.2).
We have for any fEXP
Hence ptpTh is the identity mapping of Xl, and pf1=pTh is continuous. It is easy to prove the following lemma directly from the definition of gcovering space.
(1.4) Lemma. Let (Y, y0, p) be a g-covering space of (X, xi), let xx be any point of X, and let yx be any point of p~l(xi). Then (Y, yit p) is a g-covering space of (X, xi).
We note that the set p~l(xi) mentioned above is always totally arcwise disconnected or else the constant path at Xi would not be only the image of the constant path at yi under the map pf. (b) p-1(x) is totally arcwise disconnected for each xEX and pr is one to one, then (Y, y0, P) is a g-covering space of (X, x0). 
(F)(t) -F(l)(t), \f(F)(t) = \F(t) = F(t)(l).
The fact that F(0)(t) =x$(t) =x0 = F(t)(0) ior all tEI leads to an easy proof that v(F) and \f(F) are paths in X with the same end points x0 and F(l)(l), and that they are homotopic to each other with the end points held fixed throughout the homotopy. This means that v(F) and \t(F) are in the same arc-component of \~\F(l)(l)). Clearly \\t(F) =F(l)(l) =\v(F). is also onto. Let FEX& be such that pt(F) =/. Then
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We have arguments above which show X#(A) and v(F) to be both in and not in the same component of X-1(A(1)(1)) =X~1(»'A(1)) =X-1(X/7'(1)). Thus hypothesis (a) is a consequence of (b). This ends the proof of (1.5).
We shall say that a map p:(Y, yi)-*(X, x0) covers X evenly if for every point xEX there is an open set U containing x and such that p~1(U) is the union of disjoint open sets { F,} each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto U by p. Then any path fEXl can be lifted in the usual way to a path fE Fo which is unique with respect to the property Pr(f)=p-f = fIt follows that pf is one to one and onto.
We refer to the diagram of (1.5) and consider the function
given by p=pp~t~1. We see that pp = pPpf = ^PtPt = X.
Let V be an open set of F mapped homeomorphically by p. Then
is an open set of X*. Now it is clear that the open sets V which are mapped homeomorphically by p form a basis for the open sets of F, and so p is continuous.
Denote the arc-component of yo in F by c Y. Clearly Y* = (cY)*, and p maps Fo onto c Y. We define
We see that p' is onto, continuous, p'pt=p, and (p|cF)p'=X. Then (1.5) (a) applied to cY yields 2. The universal g-covering space. The proof of the following lemma is trivial.
(2.1) Lemma. If (Z, x0, q) is a g-covering space of (Y, yi), and (Y, y0, p) is a g-covering space of (X, x0), then (Z, z0, pq) is a g-covering space of (X, xi).
Given g-covering spaces (F, y0, p) and (Z, z0, q) of (X, xi) we shall write
if (Y, y0, r) is a g-covering space of (Z, z0) where r:(Y, yo)-*(Z, z0) is such that qr=p. We note that the map r is unique, otherwise the process which lifts a mapping of a contractible space A into X to a mapping of A into Z would not be unique. It is clear that we obtain a bona fide equivalence relation from (2.3) Definition. If (Y, y0, p)^(Z, z0, q) and (Z, z0, q)^(Y, yo, p) we say that (Y, yo, p) and (Z, z0, q) are equivalent g-covering spaces of (X, x0).
If (Y, yo, p) and (Z, z0, q) are equivalent g-covering spaces of (X, Xo) there exist unique maps such that p5=<? and qr=p. Then (F, y0) is a g-coveririg space of itself with respect to the mapping 5r for which psr = qr = p.
Since the identity mapping iy of Y is the unique mapping having this property we have sr = iy. Similarly we have rs = iz. It follows that r is a homeomorphism of Y onto Z and that 5 is its inverse. Incidentally if we tried to develop the theory without using the base points x0, yo, and zo, sr would not necessarily be the identity map of F and the following lemma would not be true. Proof. That L is partially ordered by ^ follows from the fact that L contains but one representative of each equivalence class. The trivial g-covering space (X, Xo, ix) is a lower bound of L, and we shall take it to be the representative of its class in L, hence L is directed. With 5, t, and r as above, each is unique and since u(ts) =p as well as ur =p it follows that ts=r. Also F,0 = FiB=01 is unique for all Z, and since 0 is determined by its components, 0 is unique with respect to * above. This ends the proof. In view of this lemma we are justified in calling (A*, x0, Fi) a universal g-covering space of (X, xi). We shall call a space IF g-simply connected if every g-covering space of (IF, wi) is equivalent to the trivial one for some Wo GIF. Clearly X is g-simply connected.
The group of homeomorphisms 8: X->A for which F3fi = Fx will be called the g-fundamental group irgx(X) of X. Unlike the theory for locally simply connected spaces, here we may have a space whose g-fundamental group is trivial but which is not simply connected.
For example take IF to be the graph of the equation y = sin (ir/x), 0 < x ^ 1, in a Euclidean plane in which we identify the points (0, 0) and (1, 0) . Then the space IF is a half open interval, and Fw is a one to one mapping which is not a homeomorphism. This space is also an example of a simply connected space as defined in terms of paths which does not satisfy the principle of monodromy.
There exist spaces on which the g-fundamental group differs from the ordinary fundamental group and also from the topologized fundamental group of Hurewicz [2] .
It is not hard to show that there is a one to one correspondence between the elements of irgi(X) and the points of F^(xo) in X. The topology imparted to irgi(X) by this correspondence is not necessarily discrete. Both irgi(X) and its topology can be shown to be homotopy invariants of the space X. Multiplication by a fixed factor and the taking of inverses are continuous in irgi(X), however a rather complicated example can be given in which Tgi(X) is not a topological group.
It is sometimes easy to see whether or not this topology is discrete even though it is not easy to calculate any of the ordinary group invariants.
In this way the topology may be useful in checking the homotopy types of spaces.
3. Simply connected spaces. The following is another basic property (at least as it regards covering spaces) which is not enjoyed by spaces which are simply connected as defined in terms of paths. , and we see that ft, maps q~l(w) in a one to one fashion into the set p~l0(w) which is totally arcwise disconnected for all 0(w), wEW. Consequently q~x(w) is totally arcwise disconnected.
Since W* is arcwise connected so is Wy=pWl. It follows from (1.5)(b) that (Wv, wy, q) is a g-covering space of (W, wi). Now IF is a simply connected space so q must be a homeomorphism.
We set Since v is onto we get fi2=fii which completes the proof of the theorem. We alter the principle of monodromy to make it refer to g-simply connected spaces. (ii) Each of the sets M(XMi, MiXNt, and N{XN{ is contained in D. If we set (r, s) =0(ti) we see that both r and w are in Mi. The set U(xp(w), Mi) contains the point <pwr\p(w) and no other point with r as first coordinate since it is projected homeomorphically onto Mt.
Let 2:7)-*W be defined at any point (wlt w2)ED by 2(m/i, wi)=wx. It follows from (iii) above that r=X0(t{) and w = 2/3(/,-_i) are connected by an arc in M,, hence ip(w) and <j>WTip(w) are connected by an arc in U(ip(w), Mi). Then <pwrip(w) is contained in the arc-component of ip(w) which is cZ. We have 0»r0(w) = cur1^) = ip(r).
Similarly we get 0x.0(x) = 0(5).
All the mappings in the following equations are defined because of (ii) above. 0(5) = 0»,0(x) = 0z»0"*0(w) = 0u,,0(w) = 0u.80™.0wr0(w) = 0r,0u,r0(w) = 0"0(r). Now (b) follows by induction on *.
The proof of the uniqueness of 0 given on page 49 of [l ] may be applied here to finish our proof.
For the purpose of distinguishing the types of simple connectedness we shall say that an arcwise connected space X is A-simply connected if all its closed paths are null homotopic, and we shall say that X is C-simply connected if it has no nontrivial covering spaces. First we prove Proof. Clearly p is such that p~x(cZ) covers cZ evenly. It follows from (1.6) that the arc-component cp~x(cZ) of yo in p~x(cZ) forms a g-covering space of cZ. Since p(c Y) EcZ we have cYEcp~x(cZ) EcY. Then cY=cp~x(cZ), and (cY, yB, p\cY) is a g-covering space of (cZ, z0).
Clearly cY9=Y^ and cZ* = Z*. The last statement of the lemma now follows directly from (1.3). Proof. The definition of g-simple connectedness entails arcwise connectedness so Z = cZ. Then we have from (3.3) that (cY, yo, p\cY) is a g-covering space of (Z, z9) and must be trivial by hypothesis. Hence p\ cY is a homeomorphism of cY onto Z, and this can only happen if cY= Y, in other words only if Y is a trivial covering space of Z.
(3.5) Theorem. Let X be an arcwise connected, locally arcwise connected, and locally A-simply connected space. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X is C-simply connected.
(2) X is A-simply connected.
(3) X is g-simply connected.
